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Abstract

Credit�based electronic payment systems are considered to play important roles
in future automated payment systems� Like most other types of payment systems�
however� credit�based systems proposed so far generally involve computationally
expensive cryptographic operations� Such relatively heavy computational load is
preventing credit�based systems from being used in applications that require very
fast processing� A typical example is admission�fee payment at the toll gate of an
expressway without stopping a vehicle that travels at a high speed� In this article�
we propose a very fast credit�based electronic payment protocol for admission�fee
payment� More speci�cally� we propose a payment system in which communications
between a high�speed vehicle and a toll gate consist of only very simple and e�cient
computations� The proposed system makes use of an optimized Key Pre�distribution
System �or KPS� to obtain high resistance against collusion attacks�

Key words� Credit�Based Payment� Expressway Toll Collection System� Key Predistribu�
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� Introduction

In many countries� drivers are charged for using highways with their cars� Up to now�
most toll gates are operated manually� slowing down tra�c signi�cantly� Increasing tra�c
density in Japan already caused tra�c jams in front of the toll gates� To solve these
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problems� manual toll gates should be replaced by electronic toll gates� Then payment can
be carried out while the car is passing the gate� without stopping� Of course this requires
that the whole transaction can be carried out in a very short period of time� typically
���ms���� A second aspect of Expressway Toll Collection 	ETC
 systems is the security
of the �nancial transactions� This can be guaranteed by public�key cryptography 	PKC
�
It is well�known� however� that PKC is computationally very expensive� and this con�icts
with the requirement of a short processing time�� Therefore� ETC systems developed
so far are all based on prepaid cards� With credit cards� toll collection also requires an
inquiry at the credit card company� what needs additional computations and consumes
time� Since both computational complexity and time are scarce in ETC systems� credit
cards could not gain acceptance for this� However� credit cards have many advantages�
In particular� they are already very widespread 	e�g� ��million VISA cards and ���
million Master Card cards
 and they can be used in shops or restaurants as well as on the
internet� It is near at hand that such an universal means of payment should be usable for
ETC as well� The high availability of credit cards and their uncomplicated use will help
to establish ETC systems�

In this article� we propose a light�weight credit�based payment protocol that does
not require public�key encryption�decryption during communications� Therefore� in the
gates� cheap computers with a low performance are su�cient� and the user�s device can
be realized as an ordinary IC card� The proposed protocol is based on the Key Predis�

tribution System 	KPS
� since its low computational complexity permits to process the
toll collection within the required time� Additionally� the KPS does not need any prior
communications� Using information that uniquely identi�es a single user� e�g� the car�s
number plate� directly within the KPS secret algorithm allows to detect a user�s illegal
behavior and to protect a user�s privacy simultaneously� We show also how to optimize
the KPS for our payment system to obtain a high resistance against collusion attacks� For
a typical security parameter setting� the collusion threshold of the optimized KPS is ��
times higher than that of the conventional KPS while using the same amount of memory
as the KPS center� The memory required by the user is even reduced by the optimization�

� Credit�Based Payments for ETC

��� ETC and Credit�based payments

In ETC� users can complete their payment for their use of the road simply by passing the
toll gate� Technologies for ETC are regarded to be quite important in terms of e�ciency
of tra�c� Namely� if we can realize the safe communication between toll gates and cars
within limited time for communications� tra�c on the road can work much more smoothly�

Although such systems have already been realized using prepaid�based payments� their
functions are not enough� Usually� prepaid cards are emitted not as general�purpose cards
but limited to certain systems� It will be hard to convince users of ETC systems when
they have to use separate prepaid cards for each toll gate operation� Further without a

�We can deal with this problem by setting up another toll gate before the �real� gate� However� such

method requires more cost and restricts �exibility of the structure of the payment system�
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general�purpose prepaid card system� procedures to join such systems must speci�ed for
each system individually� Then� however� users might be reluctant to join ETC systems�
These disadvantages might bring problems in the ETC�

However� credit�based payments are available for many purposes� And� since there are
already a lot of credit�card holders in the world� they can easily join the system� Hence�
if credit�based payment can be realized in ETC� the system will be more e�cient�

Although credit�based payments have a number of advantages over other payment
systems in terms of its simplicity� openness and so on� there seems to be a consensus
among both researchers and practitioners regarding the relative ine�ciency of the pro�
tocol� Namely� since messages in credit�based payments consist of simple contents� they
must be sent with high authenticity and con�dentiality by using cryptographical tech�
niques� Conventional credit�based payment systems 	e�g� SET��� �� �� CyberCash���

use public�key cryptosystems for this purpose� As well known� public�key cryptosystems
require a large amount of computation time� Thus� when a conventional credit�based
payment system is applied to ETC straightforwardly� it seems to be di�cult to �nish the
communication between a toll gate and a car while the car passes the gate� Furthermore�
toll gates also have to communicate with the credit company during the communications�
The total time for communications is estimated to be ���ms� There has already been
an attempt to solve this problem by using new cryptographical techniques such as ellip�
tic curve cryptosystems or signcryption����� These technologies make the credit�payment
systems much more e�cient���� Nevertheless� their performance is considered to be too
low to work e�ectively in ETC� so still computers with high performance are required
even if these technologies are used� In this article� we propose an optimized credit�based
payment system for ETC taking these requirements into account�

��� Requirements for ETC

In order to carry out credit�based payment system for ETC e�ciently� some requirements
must be ful�lled� These are shown below�

Requirement �� A users� computational power is assumed to be low�

Requirement �� The computational power of the toll gates is also assumed to be low�

Requirement �� Communications should be limited to a number as small as possible�

Requirement �� Messages between users and toll gates must be kept secret and authen�
ticated�

Requirement �� Users� privacy should be protected if possible�

Typically in ETC� the available time for processing a payment is limited to approxi�
mately ��� ms in total� Extensive computations take a lot of time and therefore attention
must be paid to requirements � and �� This holds in particular for the car� where we can
only assume computers with low performance such as IC cards� But also for the toll gates
no computers with high computation power are expected because this reduces the costs
for the equipment� Requirement �� is also a consequence of the strictly limited time
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for communications� Requirement �� and �� are usual requirements in many payment
systems� When the system is constructed to be able to detect users� illegal behavior more
easily� users� privacy is also revealed more easily� Such tradeo� can be regarded as the
general problem in all of the electronic payment systems� In our system� of course� we
have to consider it carefully�

The cryptographical algorithms and protocols at present allow to ful�ll these require�
ments only with prepaid cards� Elliptic curve cryptosystems are �� times faster than RSA�
but still they are to slow to make contactless payments with credit cards feasible� There�
fore here a di�erent approach is proposed based on the KPS� This allows to implement
credit�based ETC using IC cards�

��� Properties of ETC

ETC possesses some useful properties� Our optimization of credit�based payment for ETC
is based on them�

Property �� Payment procedures are executed when car and toll gate meet�

Property �� The users� cars can be clearly identi�ed by unique information 	e�g� number
plates� shapes� colors and so on
 �

Property �� All the users that passed an entrance toll gate also have to pass an exit toll
gate�

Property �� and �� indicate that toll gates can obtain the unique information of users
that want to use the road operated by the toll gates� Since these users� unique information
can be regarded as their identi�ers� we can apply an ID�Based key cryptosystem to ETC�
Assuming that users� personality is not detected by using the users� unique information�
the users� privacy can be protected� Besides� Property �� indicates that toll gates have
extra time to detect a user�s illegal behavior that could not be detected at the entrance
toll gate� If the illegal behavior of a user is detected while the user is being on the road�
he can be stopped when passing the exit toll gate�

� Key Predistribution System

��� Suitable Cryptosystem for ETC

By using suitable cryptographical primitives� it is possible to ful�ll all the requirement
stated in ���� As mentioned in ���� we can apply an ID�Based cryptosystem to ETC and
still protect the users� privacy�

The concept of ID�Based key cryptosystems was originally proposed by Shamir��� ����
Maurer and Yacobi proposed an ID�Based key distribution scheme with following Shamir�s
concept ���� ���� However� their scheme requires a quite huge computational power�
Okamoto and Tanaka���� also proposed a key�distribution scheme based on a user�s identi�
�er� but it requires previous communications between a sender and a receiver to share their
employed key� Although Tsujii and others proposed several ID�Based key�distribution





schemes��� ���� almost all of them have been broken����� These schemes does not seem
to ful�ll the requirements mentioned in ���� Blom�s ID�Based key�distribution scheme����
however� does not have serious problems when applied to ETC� The Key Predistribution
System 	KPS
 proposed by Matsumoto and Imai��� is known as the generalized version
of Blom�s scheme� In the following subsections� we give a brief review of the KPS�

��� Properties of KPS

The KPS has three remarkable properties� First� there is no need to send messages for
the key distribution between the entities who will make a cryptographic communication�
Second� its key�distribution procedure consists of simple calculations so that its computa�
tional cost is quite small� Finally� in order to share the key� a participant should only input
its partner�s identi�er to its KPS secret algorithm� Thus� when the KPS is utilized� the
computational performance can be set up to be low and the number of communications
between sender and receiver can be limited to a small number� Hence� by applying the
KPS e�ciently� the requirements for ETC can be met� However� the KPS has a certain
collusion threshold� when more users cooperate they can calculate the authority�s secret
information� Hence� the KPS cannot be applied to ETC in a straightforward manner�

��� A Brief Review of KPS

In the KPS� all users are given an individual secret algorithm by the KPS center� Any pair
of users can share a common key simply by putting the partner�s identi�er into their secret
algorithms� This subsection introduces how the users� secret algorithms are produced and
how users share a common key�

Let the n�dimensional vectors xA and xB be the e�ective IDs of entities A and B�
respectively� The n�n symmetric matrices G��� 	� � �� � � � � h
 are called the KPS�center
algorithm� The G���s are produced by the KPS center and kept secret to all other entities�
G��� generates the ��th bit of the communication keys among users� and h is the length of
these keys� X

���
A and X

���
B are the KPS�secret algorithms of A and B� respectively� X

���
A

and X
���
B are calculated by the KPS center as follows�

X
���
A � xA G���� 	�


X
���
B � xB G���� 	�


X
���
A and X

���
B are contained in tamper�resistant�modules 	TRM
 and distributed to A and

B� respectively� By using X
���
A and X

���
B � A and B share their symmetric key as follows�

A � k
���
AB � X

���
A

txB� 	�


B � k
���
AB � X

���
B

txA� 	


where k
���
AB indicates the ��th bit of the shared key kAB between A and B� and tx indicates

the transpose of x�
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As already mentioned above� G��� is a n � n matrix� Hence� by using n linearly
independent KPS�secret algorithms� the KPS�center algorithm is easily revealed 	note
that� in order to participate in this collusion attack� each adversary has to break his
TRM
� In order to avoid such collusion attacks� we need to increase the value of n�
However� since the number of G����s elements is n�� a large memory size is required for
the KPS center to increase the value of n� Hence in a conventional linear scheme� we
cannot cope with collusion attacks e�ciently�

� An Optimized Credit�Based Payment System for

ETC

The �rst part of this section shows how to construct a suitable credit�based payment
protocol for ETC by applying the KPS� In the second part� an optimization of the KPS
for our payment system is described�

��� Credit�Based Payment Protocol for ETC

����� Basic Concepts

Since conventional credit�based payment protocols requires huge computational cost� they
cannot be applied to ETC straightforwardly� However� the payment style in ETC has some
properties as mentioned in ���� ETC�s properties allow us to construct the optimized
credit�based payment protocol as follows�

� Property �� and �� mean that toll gates can obtain the users� unique information
and regard them as their identi�er� By a suitable ID�Based cryptosystem 	e�g��
KPS
� it is possible to make an authentication of a user and easily establish a cryp�
tographical communication between a toll gate and a user� Furthermore� although
the toll gate obtains the unique information of the user� the gate cannot obtain the
personal information of the user 	e�g�� user�s name
�

� As it is well known� a credit company�s authentication procedure of a user�s payment
requires a huge amount of time in comparison to the time for communications
between a toll gate and a user� But such procedure can be done while the user
is on the road� In the case that the payment is not authenticated the user can easily
be detected at the exit toll gate according to properties � and ��

Table � shows the notation which will be used in the following�

����� Detailed Description of Our Protocol

In this subsection� our credit�based payment protocol for ETC is described in detail�
Figure � summarizes the �ow of messages in our protocol� This protocol has  phases�
Phase �a� is the Precomputation phase by U � Phase �b� is the Communication phase
between U and T � Phase �c� is the Communication phase between T and P � and Phase
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Table �� Parameters for our payment system�
Ek�t� to encrypt t by using a key k�

Dk�t� to decrypt t by using a key k�

E�

k�t� fEk�sessionkey��Esessionkey�t�g�
D�

k�E
�

k�t�� Dsessionkey�t�� where sessionkey is obtained as Dk�sessionkey��

H�t� to hash t�

Sigk�t� Ek�H�t���

MACk�t� a message authentication code of t using k�

Pve participant e�s private key�

Pbe participant e�s public key�

PIData payment instruction data� which indicates user�s secret information
for credit payment�

OIData order information data� which indicates the entrace and the exit toll
gate that user applies�

AuthReqData Authorization request data�

Challe participants e�s challenge�

AckPRes� AckPReRess acknowledgments�

U a user�

T an entrance toll gate�

E an esit toll gate�

P a payment gateway� which authorizes users� payments�

S a server� which manages unauthorized users� unique information�

xe prticipant e�s identi�er �especilally� xU is computed as H�user�s
unique information��

xev participant e�s identi�er for message veri�cation �xUv is computed in
the same way as xU by using another hash function��

Xe��� participant e�s secret algorithm� Xe��� provides the function of key
sharing� Xe��xe�� � Xe��xe�� � ke�e� �

Xev��� prticipant e�s secret alforithm for message veri�cation� Xev��� pro�
vides the function of key sharing� Xe�v�xe�� � Xe��xe�v� � ke�ve� �

�d� is the Communication phase between U and E� Only in phases Phase �b� and �d��
the tiem for communications is strictly limited� Phase �a� and �c� allow to make a
complex calculations�

Phase �a�� U has to do the procedure described below as a preparation in advance�

U obtains xT � xTv in a certain way 	e�g�� broadcasting
 and computes the keys kUT �
kUTv and kUvT as follows�

kUT � XU �xT �� kUTv � XU �xTv�� kUvT � XUv�xT ��

Then� U produces PReq as follows�

PReq � fE�

kUT
�OI� PI� ChallU �g�

�



Phase(a) Phase(b) Phase(c) Phase(d)

����

������� ��������

Figure �� Optimized credit�based payment protocol for Electronic Toll Collection system�

where OI � fOIData�H�PIData��MACkUTv �H�PIData��H�OIData��g�
PI � fE�

PbP
�PIData�H�OIData��� SigPvU �H�PIData��H�OIData��g�

PReq will be sent at the start of the communication between U and T � Note that the
ture recipient of PI is P � Since PIData is encrypted with P �s public key� T cannot
read it� However� P can be con�dent of the hash value of PIData by verifying OI
and SigPvU 	H	PIData
� H	OIData

� This property is similar to dual signature���
in SET�

Phase �b�� Just at the start of the communication between U and T � U has to sent
PReq to T � While� T has to detect U �s unique information and� by using U �s
unique information� T calculate xU � xUv and compute kUT �kUTv as follows�

kUT � XT �xU �� kUTv � XTv �xU ��

By using these the keys� T decrypts and veri�es PReq as follows�

D�

kUT
�E�

kUT
�OI� PI� ChallU �� � fOI� PI� ChallUg

and� if MACkUTv �H�PIData��H�OIData�� is valid� T accepts OIData�

Following these procedures� T produces PRes as the answer for PReq� In order to
calculate PRes� T has to obtain the exit toll gate�s identi�er xE� xEv from OIData
and computes the keys kUvM � kTEv � kTE as follows�

kUvM � XT �xUv�� kTEv � XT �xEv�� kTE � XT �xE��

By using these employed keys� T encrypts and signs PRes as follows�

PRes � E�

kUT
�AckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT �MACkUvT �AckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT ���

where
Log � E�

kTE
�LogData�MACkTEv �LogData���
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PRes is sent to U as soon as these procedures are �nished�

On receiving PRes� U decrypts and veri�es as follows�

D�

kUT
�E�

kUT
�AckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT �MACkUvT �AckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT ���

� fAckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT �MACkUvT �AckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT �g
and� if MACkUvT �AckPRes� Log� ChallU � ChallT � and ChallU are valid� U accepts Log�

Following these procedures� U sends PResRes to T as the acknowledgment for
PRes� PResRes is computed as follows�

PResRes � E�

kUT
�AckPResRess� ChallT �MACkUTv �AckPResRes� ChallT ���

On receiving PResRes� T decrypts and veri�es it as follows�

D�

kUT
�E�

kUT
�AckPResRes� ChallT �MACkUTv �AckPResRes� ChallT ���

� fAckPResPRes� ChallT �MACkUTv �AckPResRes� ChallT �g
and� if MACPResRes and ChallT are valid� T allows U to enter the road�

Phase �c�� While U is on the road� both T and U have enough time to make heavy
computations� T produces AuthReq as shown below�

AuthReq � fPI�E�

PbP
�AuthReqData�H�PI��� SigPvT �AuthReqData�H�PI��g

The structure of AuthReq is almost same as AuthReq in SET��� � and P decrypts
and veri�es in the same way as in SET�s procedure� Following this procedure�
P sends AuthReq to T 	this procedure is also same as SET�s
� AuthReq gives
the permission of the payment� If U �s payment is not authenticated� T sends xU
to server S� The server distributes the identi�er to all toll gates� By using this
identi�er� the toll gates can detect the user whose payment is not authenticated and
request the user to pay by cash� This user�s identi�er is preserved in each toll gate�s
disk and he will be stopped in Phase �b� at the next time� The procedure� how
an unauthenticated user can get his name removed from the toll gate� disk must be
speci�ed by the toll gates� operator�

In this phase� U obtains xE� xEv in advance and computes the keys kUE�kUEv as
follows�

kUE � XU �xE�� kUEv � XU �xEv��

Afterwards� U produces QReq as follows�

QReq � E�

kUE
�Log� xT �MACkUEv �Log� xT ��g�
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Phase �d�� At the start of the communication between U and E� U sends QReq to E�
So E obtains U �s unique information� Then� by using them� E computes kUE and
kUEv as follows�

kUE � XE�xU �� kUEv � XEv�xU ��

Then� E decrypts and veri�es QReq as follows�

D�

kUE
�Log� xT �MACQReq�� � fLog� xT �MACkUEv �Log� xT �g�

and if MACkUEv �Log� xT � is valid� E accepts Log and xT � Next� E computes kTE and
kTEv according to�

kTE � XE�xT �� kTEv � XEv�xT ��

By using these employed keys� E veri�es Log as follows�

D�

kTE
�Log� � fLogData�MACTEv �LogData�g�

and if MACTEv	LogData
 is valid� E accepts LogData and check the content of
LogData�

LogData gives date and time when U passed the entrance toll gate� as well as the
exit toll gate that U mentioned at the entrance toll gate and so on� Hence� if U �s
behavior is di�erent from the statements made at the entrance toll gate for� it can
be detected easily�

����� Properties of Our Protocol

In our protocol� toll gates can obtain the users� unique information but not their personal
data such as names� Besides� all the procedures that require huge computational cost
are done while users are on the road� Hence� the computational performance required for
the system can be quite low� Namely� our system can be realized only by using ordinary
IC�cards for users and low�performance computers for toll gates�

��� Optimization of KPS

As mentioned in ���� although the KPS requires only moderate computational cost and no
prior communications� there exists a serious problem that more than a threshold number
of colluders can break the whole system� By increasing the collusion threshold to be high
enough� this problem can be solved� However� since the memory size that is required for
the center algorithm is proportional to the square of the collusion threshold� the collusion
threshold cannot be increased easily� However� for the application of ETC not all of the
possible communication links supported by the KPS are required� Omitting unnecessary
links allows to increase the collusion threshold�
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Table �� Required and unrequired communications in our payment protocol� where �
and � indicate required and unrequired� respectively�

user toll gate server

user � � �
toll gate � � �
server � � �

nxn
Gsym

(symmetric)

�
�

Figure �� Embedding G���
sym into G����

����� Required and Unnecessary Communication Links in Our Protocol

Participants in our protocol can be classi�ed into � classes� users� toll gates and servers�
In the conventional KPS� any pair of entities in the system can share a common key�
However in our payment system� there are a lot of pairs of entities that will have no
communication� Table� which communication links are required and which are not in our
payment protocol�

����� Optimization of KPS

There exists already an optimizing method that increases the collusion threshold by re�
moving functions for speci�ed communications� This method was named a Hierarchical

KPS����� In a Hierarchical KPS� participants are classi�ed into � classes� providers and
consumers� and by removing the function for the communications among consumers� the
collusion threshold can be increased signi�cantly� By applying this method e�ciently� the
KPS can be adapted to our protocol as well�

In our optimized KPS� the KPS�center algorithms G��� 	� � �� � � � � h
 are m � n
asymmetric matrices 	m� n
� In each G���� a n�n symmetric matrix G���

sym is embedded

as shown in Figure �� The selection of the rows of G��� that construct G���
sym is described

as k
���
sel � The m�dimensional vector xU is the e�ective ID of user U � the n�dimensional

vector yT is the e�ective ID of toll gate T and the n�dimensional vector zS is the e�ective
ID of server S� Their secret algorithms are calculated as follows�
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Table �� Calculations for key sharing� where YT is a n�dimensional vector whose elements
are selected from YT according to k

���
sel �

secret algorithm n partner�s ID user xU toll gate yT 	yT �
 center zS	zS�


user XU � kUT � X
���
U

tyT �

toll gate YT kUT � Y
���
T

txU kTT � � Y
���
T

tyT � kTS � Y
���
T

tzS
center ZS � kTS � Z

���
S

tyT kSS� � Z
���
S

tzS�

X
���
U � xU G���� Y

���
T � yT

tG���� Z
���
S � zS

tG���
sym�

where X
���
U �Y

���
T and Z

���
S are U �s� T �s and S�s secret algorithms� respectively�

By using these secret algorithms and k
���
sel � all participants can compute their common

keys as illustrated in Table ��
Evaluation and security of this optimized KPS are discussed in Section ��

� Evaluation and Security Discussion

��� Credit�Based Payment Protocol

Since the required computation time and other parameters strongly depend on the im�
plementation of the system it is di�cult to estimate them� Here we evaluate our protocol
by comparing it to SET which is the most common credit�based payment protocol at the
moment� It turns out that in our protocol all the procedures during the time for commu�
nications consist of quite simple calculations and that the number of communications is
low enough� Table  summarizes the comparison in terms of computation costs and the
number of communications�

Note that SET applied in straight�forward manner cannot provide all the functions
required for ETC� e�g� messages for acknowledgments and other purposes� To imple�
ment these in SET would additionally require a huge amount of extra computational cost
and communications� Furthermore it is well�known that public�key encryption � decryp�
tion and public�key signature generation � veri�cation are computationally much more
expensive than symmetric�key encryption and calculation of an inner product� Besides
the maximum number of communications in our protocol is less than that in SET� In
consequence� the protocol proposed here is much faster than SET�

Regarding security� attacks based on illegal forgery of a user�s unique identi�cation
must be considered� However for such an attack to be successful� the legal user�s IC card
is also required� So the proposed ETC protocol is just as secure as normal credit�card
payments� If a user loses his IC card� such kinds of attack can be prevented by terminating
the card�s validity�

When we implement this payment system� we need to consider how to deal with
problems when a car tries to pass through a toll gate without paying 	either by not
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Table � Comparison of our protocol with SET� where ske�skd indicates symmetric�
key encryption�decryption� pke�pkd indicates public�key encryption�decryption� psg�psv
indicates public�key signature generation�veri�cation and ipc indicates inner products
calculation 	note that straightforwardly�applied SET requires huge amount of extra com�
putational cost and communications
�

our protocol SET

a user�s computational cost at
an entrance toll gate

�ske� �skd �psv

a user�s computational cost at
an exit toll gate

� �

a toll gate�s computational 	ipc� �ske� 	skd �pke� �pkd� �psg� �psv� �ske�
cost at an entrance toll gate � � purchase authorization

by payment gateway�

a toll gate�s computational
cost at an exit toll gate

ipc� �skd �

the number of communica�
tions at an entrance toll gate

� 

the number of communica�
tions at an exit toll gate

� �

Table �� Collusion thresholds to calculate G��� and G���
sym

colluders G��� G
���
sym

users m m� n� log� n

toll gates n n

servers impossible n

toll gates � servers n toll gates n

identifying itself� by using an invalid number plate
� However� this is a general problem
of ETC and has been considered in other researches� Thus� we do not investigate it in
this article�

��� Optimized KPS for Our Protocol

Collusion thresholds of our optimized KPS are described in Table ��
Considering these collusion thresholds� m and n are determined mainly according to

the numbers of users and toll gates� respectively� Namely� required memory size for the
center algorithm is determined to be proportional to n times m� while� in the conventional
KPS the required memory size for the center algorithm is determined to be proportional
to 	n�m
�� Furthermore� the memory size for the user�s secret algorithm is proportional
to m� Since in the conventional KPS this is proportional to 	n � m
� the memory size

��



Table �� Required memory size for each type of entities� assuming that the required
memory size is same in both our KPS and the conventional KPS 	note that n � m
�

KPS center user toll gate server

optimized KPS hnm hn hm hn

conventional KPS hnm h
p
nm h

p
nm h

p
nm

for the user�s secret algorithm can be reduced considerably� The number of users will be
much higher than the number of toll gates� Thus� these reductions of memory size are
quite signi�cant� Table � shows required memory sizes for each type of entity� Assuming
that m and n are determined to be ���� and ���� respectively� our KPS�s collusion
threshold of users� collusion attack is ����� This value is approximately �� times that
of the conventional KPS� assuming that ���� � ���� symmetric matrices are used in it�
Furthermore� the required memory size for user�s secret algorithm is one thirty�second
of that of the conventional KPS� Although the di�erence between these two thresholds
is quite signi�cant� their required memory sizes in the KPS center are same� Only the
memory size in the toll gates is larger for the optimized KPS than for the conventional
KPS� But this is not a serious problem since in the toll gates a large amount of memory
can be installed easily�

Note that it is also possible to install several servers to improve the e�ciency of the
whole ETC system� In principle� a subset of toll gates and servers could collude� However
there is no serious interest in this� so that a relatively low collusion threshold for the toll
gates is not a real problem�

� Conclusion

In this article� a new credit�based payment system for ETC has been proposed� Unlike
the payment systems proposed up to now� it is based on an optimized version of the
KPS� Because of this during the communications only trivial computations are made and
therefore the system can be realized using only IC cards in the cars and simple� low�
cost computers in the toll gates� Nevertheless� our payment protocol preserves the user�s
privacy� since it uses unique information on his car� but not his name or so on�

It has been taken into account that certain collusion attacks can be e�ective against
the KPS� Therefore it has been shown how the KPS can be optimized in our application
to increase the resistance against collusion attacks� Our optimization obtains a quite high
collusion threshold using just the same amount of memory as the conventional KPS� In a
situation that uses a typical security parameter setting� the obtained collusion threshold
by our optimization is �� times as high as that of the conventional KPS�
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